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a b s t r a c t
Let T be a (not necessarily positive) weighted tree with n leaves numbered by the set
{1, . . . , n}. For any i1, . . . , ik ∈ {1, . . . , n}, define Di1,...,ik (T ) to be the sum of the lengths of
the edges of the minimal subtree joining i1, . . . , ik. We will call such numbers ‘‘k-weights’’
of the tree and we call the k-weights for any k ≥ 2 ‘‘multi-weights’’ of the tree. In this
paper, we give a characterization of the families of real numbers that are the families of the
multi-weights of a tree.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Consider a weighted tree T (that is, a tree such that every edge is endowed with a real number, which we call the length
or the weight of the edge). Let 1, . . . , n be the leaves of T and let Di,j(T ) denote the sum of the lengths of the edges in the
path joining i and j for any i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. We call such a number the ‘‘2-weight’’ for i and j.
In 1971 Buneman characterized themetrics on finite sets that are the family of the 2-weights of a positive-weighted tree
(a partial result in this direction had already been obtained in [15]):
Theorem 1 (Buneman [2,3]). A metric (Di,j)i,j on {1, . . . , n} is the metric induced by a positive-weighted tree if and only if, for
all i, j, k, h ∈ {1, . . . , n}, the maximum of
{Di,j + Dk,h,Di,k + Dj,h,Di,h + Dk,j}
is attained at least twice.
In terms of tropical geometry, Buneman’s theorem can be formulated by saying that the set of the vectors of the 2-weights
of weighted trees with n leaves and such that the internal edges have negative weights is the tropical Grassmanian G2,n
(see [16]).
The problem of reconstructing trees from the distances Di,j between the leaves has several applications, such as phy-
logenetics: evolution of species can be represented by trees and, given distances between genetic sequences of some
species, one can try to reconstruct the evolution tree from these distances. Some algorithms to reconstruct trees from the
family {Di,j}i,j have been proposed. Among them is neighbour-joining method, invented by Saitou and Nei in 1987 (see
[11,17,13,4,10]). The problem of the ‘‘realization’’ of metric spaces by trees or, more generally, by graphs has a very rich
literature. Some references can be found for instance in [9,6] or in the recent paper [7].
For any weighted tree T with leaves 1, . . . , n and for any distinct i1, . . . , ik ∈ {1, . . . , n} (k ≥ 2), define Di1,...,ik(T ) to be
the sum of the lengths of the edges of the minimal subtree joining i1, . . . , ik. We call such numbers ‘‘k-weights’’ of the tree
T . If we order in someway the k-subsets of {1, . . . , n}, we can formwith the k-weights a vector inR( nk ). This vector is called
the ‘‘k-dissimilarity vector’’ of T . Besides, we call the k-weights for any k ≥ 2 ‘‘multi-weights’’ of the tree. Obviously, if we
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Fig. 1. {X1, X2, X3} and {Y1, Y2} are two complete cherries, S and R their respective stalks.
order in some way the subsets of {1, . . . , n} of cardinality greater or equal than 2, we can formwith all the multi-weights of
T a vector in R2
n−1−n, which we call ‘‘dissimilarity vector’’. Equivalently, if we don’t fix any order, we can speak respectively
of the family of the k-weights and of the family of the multi-weights of T .
In 2004, Pachter and Speyer proved the following theorem (see [12]).
Theorem 2 (Pachter–Speyer). Let k, n ∈ Nwith n ≥ 2k− 1 and k ≥ 3. A positive-weighted tree T with leaves 1, . . . , n and no
vertices of degree 2 is determined by the values DI , where I varies in the set of the k-subsets of {1, . . . , n}.
In [8], Iriarte Giraldo proved that k-dissimilarity vectors of negative-weighted trees are contained in the tropical
Grassmannian. Partial results had already been obtained in [5].
In this paper, we deal with weighted trees whose weights of the internal edges are allowed to be neither all positive
nor all negative. Observe that, also in this case, the problem of reconstructing the weighted trees from multi-weights can
have some applications: imagine that a particle, by going through an edge of a tree, gets or loses some substance (as much
as the weight of the edge). If we know how much the substance of this particle varies by going from a leaf i of the tree to
another leaf j (the value Di,j) for any i and j, we can try to reconstruct the weighted tree (which can represent a tree in the
human body, a hydraulic web...). Analogously, the numbers Di1,...,ik can represent how much a material, by going from the
leaf is to the leaves i1, . . . , iˆs, . . . , ik, gets or loses of a certain substance. It can be interesting, given a family of real numbers,
{Di1,...,ik}i1,...,ik , to wonder if there exists a weighted tree with it as family of k-weights.
In [1], Bandelt and Steel proved a result, analogous to Buneman’s one, for not necessarily positiveweighted trees, precisely
they proved that, for any set of real numbers {Di,j}i,j∈{1,...,n}, there exists a weighted tree T such that Di,j(T ) = Di,j for any
i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} if and only if, for any a, b, c, d ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we have that at least two amongDa,b+Dc,d,Da,c+Db,d,Da,d+Db,c
are equal. It seems difficult to extend such a characterization to k-weights for any k.
In [14] we gave an algorithmic characterization for sets indexed by 2-subsets (or 3-subsets) of {1, . . . , n} to be double
(resp. triple) weights of a tree with n leaves (with not necessarily positive weights) and, by using these ideas, we proposed
a variant of the Saitou–Nei Neighbour-Joining algorithm to reconstruct trees from the data Di,j or from the DI for I k-subset
of {1, . . . , n}.
Here, in Theorem 9, we give an ‘‘inductive’’ characterization of the families of real numbers indexed by the subsets of
cardinality greater or equal than 2 of {1, . . . , n}, that are the families of the multi-weights of a tree with n leaves. Besides,
we extend the definition of Di1,...,ik(T ) to the case i1, . . . , ik not distinct and we consider the same problem for families of
real numbers indexed by the submultisets of {1, . . . , n}. Furthermore, for k ≥ 2 fixed, we find necessary and sufficient
conditions for a set of real numbers indexed by the k-submultisets of {1, . . . , n} to be the family of the k-weights of a tree
with n leaves (Theorem 10).
2. Some notation
Definition 3. We say that two leaves in a tree are neighbours if the path joining them has only one vertex of degree greater
or equal than 3.
In a tree, a set of leaves is said a cherry if any two of them are neighbours.
Observe that, if {X1, . . . , Xk} is a cherry, then the only vertex of degree greater or equal than 3 on the path joining Xi and
Xj coincides with the only vertex of degree greater or equal than 3 on the path joining Xr and Xs for any i, j, r, s ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
This vertex is called the stalk of the cherry.
If X is a leaf of a cherry, we call the twig of X the path joining X and the stalk of the cherry.
A complete cherry is a cherry such that there doesn’t exist another cherry strictly containing it (see Fig. 1).
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Fig. 2. x and N(x).
Fig. 3. D4,4,2,5 = D4,2,5 + w(4,N(4)).
Notation 4. • For every n ∈ N, let [n] = {1, . . . , n}.
• If M is a set, we denote the set of the k-subsets of M by

M
k

, the set of the k-submultisets of M by

M
k

, the set of the
subsets of M by

M
·

, the set of the submultisets of M by

M
·

, the set of the subsets of M of cardinality greater or equal than
k by

M
≥k

, and the set of the submultisets of M of cardinality greater or equal than k by

M
≥k

.
• For any family {D{i1,...,ik}} of real numbers indexed by elements {i1, . . . , ik} ∈

[n]
k

, we denote D{i1,...,ik} by Di1,...,ik for
any order of i1, . . . , ik.
• For x, y vertices of a tree T , we denote the number of the edges in the path joining x and y by d(x, y) (intrinsic distance).
• For any leaf x of a tree T , we define N(x) in the following way: consider all the vertices of T that are at least 3-valent; let
N(x) be the one among them that has minimum intrinsic distance from x (see Fig. 2).
• Aweighted tree is a tree such that every edge is endowedwith a real number calledweight or length of the edge. If theweights
are positive, we say that the tree is positive-weighted. Please, note that in other papers ‘‘weighted’’ means positive-weighted.
Let T be a weighted tree and let [n] be the set of its leaves.
• Let the w-length of a path in T be the sum of the weights of the edges of the path, and, for x, y vertices of T , let w(x, y)
(w-distance) denote thew-length of the path from x to y (obviously it is not really a distance, since it can be negative).
• Let k ≥ 2. For any distinct i1, . . . , ik ∈ [n], we define (as in the Introduction) Di1,...,ik(T ) to be the sum of the lengths of
the edges of the minimal subtree connecting i1, . . . , ik. Besides, if i1, . . . , ik are not distinct and k ≥ 3, we define Di1,...,ik(T ) by
induction on the number of the repetitions in the following way (see Fig. 3):
Dx,x,Z (T ) = Dx,Z (T )+ w(x,N(x))
for any Z nonempty submultiset of [n]. We call the numbers Di1,...,ik(T ) k-weights of T .
Definition 5. Let S ⊂

[n]
·

. For any family of real numbers parametrized by S, {DI}I∈S , and for any µ, ν ∈ [n], let ∗µ,νS
denote the following condition:
Dµ,X − Dν,X doesn’t depend on X for X such that (µ, X), (ν, X) ∈ S.
We omit the subscript S in ∗µ,νS when it is clear from the context.
We say that α ⊂ [n] is a pseudocherry for {DI}I∈S if
∗µ,νS
holds for allµ, ν ∈ α. We say that α is a complete pseudocherry if there doesn’t exist γ ∈ [n] − α such that ∗γ ,µS holds for all
µ ∈ α.
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Fig. 4. Tree with 4 leaves.
Obviously a cherry of a weighted tree is also a pseudocherry for {DI(T )}I∈ [n]k  or for {DI(T )}I∈ [n]k , in fact, if µ and ν
are neighbours Dµ,X −Dν,X is the difference of thew-length of the twig ofµ and thew-length of the twig of ν, so it does not
depend on X . Under certain assumptions, also the converse holds:
Proposition 6 ([14]). Let n, k ∈ N with n ≥ 2k− 1. Let T be a positive-weighted tree with leaves 1, . . . , n. Let µ, ν ∈ [n]. We
have that ∗µ,ν [n]
k
 holds for the family of real numbers {DI(T )}I∈ [n]k  if and only if {µ, ν} is a cherry. In other words, {µ, ν} is a
pseudocherry for {DI(T )}I∈ [n]k  if and only if it is a cherry.
3. The case of the trees with four leaves
In the following two technical lemmas we examine the case of the trees with four leaves; we need to examine it since it
will be the base case of the induction in the proofs of the general results. The reader can also read Section 4 first, and then
come back to Section 3.
Lemma 7. Let {DI}I∈ [4]≥2  be a family of real numbers. There exists a weighted tree T with 1, 2, 3, 4 as leaves and {1, 2} and
{3, 4} as cherries such that
DI(T ) = DI ∀I ∈
 [4]
≥ 2

if and only if {1, 2} and {3, 4} are pseudocherries and the following conditions hold:
(A)
−Di,Z + Dj,Z − Di,Y + Dj,Y = 2(Dj,W − Di,W )
for any i ∈ {1, 2}, j ∈ {3, 4}, Z ∈ {1, 2}, Y ∈ {3, 4}, W ⊂ [4] with W intersecting both {1, 2} and {3, 4}.
(B) let {i, j} = {1, 2}; if we define ai = 12 (Di,j + Di,X − Dj,X ) for any X ⊂ [4], then, for any U ⊂ [4],
Di,j,U = ai + Dj,U
(Z, Y ,W , X,U such that all the subscripts above are subsets of [4].)
Proof. ⇒ Let T be a weighted tree T with 1, 2, 3, 4 as leaves and {1, 2} and {3, 4} as cherries and suppose that DI = DI(T )
for all I ∈

[4]
≥2

. Call thew-lengths of the twigs and thew-distances between the stalks of the cherries as in Fig. 4.
It is obvious that {1, 2} and {3, 4} are pseudocherries: in fact
D1,3 − D2,3 = D1,4 − D2,4 = D1,3,4 − D2,3,4
because they are all equal to a1 − a2 and
D3,1 − D4,1 = D3,2 − D4,2 = D3,1,2 − D4,1,2
because they are all equal to a3 − a4, so ∗1,2 and ∗3,4 hold.
To prove A, observe that−Di,Z +Dj,Z is equal f + aj− ai; moreover,−Di,Y +Dj,Y is equal to−f − ai+ aj, and Dj,W −Di,W
is equal to aj − ai. Therefore,
−Di,Z + Dj,Z − Di,Y + Dj,Y = f + aj − ai − f − ai + aj = 2(aj − ai) = 2(Dj,W − Di,W ).
To prove B, observe that the definition of ai we have given in B for {i, j} = {1, 2} is equivalent to

ai − aj = Di,X − Dj,X
ai + aj = Di,j for any
X ⊂ [n]. Thus it coincides with the length of the twig of i in T , therefore Di,j,U = ai + Dj,U .
⇐ First we see that, given DI , for I ∈

[4]
2

, satisfying ∗1,2 (or equivalently ∗3,4), there exists a unique weighted
tree T without bivalent vertices with 1,2,3,4 as leaves and {1, 2} and {3, 4} as cherries such that DI(T ) = DI for any
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I ∈

[4]
2

(obviously there are infinite such trees if we allow bivalent vertices). Let D1,2,D1,3,D1,4,D2,3,D2,4,D3,4 such
that D1,3 − D1,4 = D2,3 − D2,4; define
a1 = 12 (D1,2 + D1,4 − D2,4),
a2 = 12 (D1,2 − D1,4 + D2,4),
a3 = 12 (D3,4 + D3,1 − D3,4),
a4 = 12 (D3,4 − D3,1 + D3,4),
f = 1
2
(D1,3 + D2,4 − D1,2 − D3,4).
Let T be the tree without bivalent vertices with 1,2,3,4 as leaves and {1, 2} and {3, 4} as cherries and with a1, . . . , a4, f
as the lengths of the edges. We can easily see that DI(T ) = DI for any I ∈

[4]
2

and that the definition above is the only
possible one for T .
Now we prove that, for such a weighted tree T , we have that DI(T ) = DI also for I ∈

[4]
≥3

. We have
D1,2,3(T ) = length of the twig of 1 in T + D2,3(T )
= 1
2
[D1,2(T )+ D1,4(T )− D2,4(T )] + D2,3(T ) = 12 (D1,2 + D1,4 − D2,4)+ D2,3
= a1 + D2,3 = D1,2,3,
where the third equality holds because DI(T ) = DI for all I ∈

[4]
2

, the forth equality holds by the definition of a1, and the
last by B. Analogously for D1,2,4 and D1,2,3,4.
D2,3,4(T ) = D1,2,4(T )+ 12 [−D1,2(T )+ D3,2(T )− D1,4(T )+ D3,4(T )]
= D1,2,4 + 12 (−D1,2 + D3,2 − D1,4 + D3,4) = D1,2,4 + (D2,3,4 − D1,2,4) = D2,3,4,
where the second equality holds because D1,2,4(T ) = D1,2,4 and DI(T ) = DI for all I ∈

[4]
2

(we have proved it before), and
the third equality holds by A. Analogously for D1,3,4. 
Lemma 8. Let k ∈ N, k ≥ 2. Let {DI}I∈ [4]k  be a family of real numbers. There exists a weighted tree T with 1, 2, 3, 4 as leaves
and {1, 2} and {3, 4} as cherries such that
DI(T ) = DI ∀I ∈
[4]
k

if and only if {1, 2} and {3, 4} are pseudocherries and
− Di,Z + Dj,Z − Di,Y + Dj,Y = 2(Dj,W − Di,W ) (1)
for any i ∈ {1, 2}, j ∈ {3, 4}, Z ∈

{1,2}
k−1

, Y ∈

{3,4}
k−1

, W ∈

[4]
k−1

with W intersecting both {1, 2} and {3, 4}.
Proof. ⇒ Easy (analogous to the proof of the implication⇒ of Lemma 7).
⇐
Remark. (a) Observe that the assumption (1) implies that, for any i ∈ {1, 2}, j ∈ {3, 4},
• −Di,Z + Dj,Z doesn’t depend on Z ∈

{1,2}
k−1

,
• −Di,Y + Dj,Y doesn’t depend on Y ∈

{3,4}
k−1

,
• Dj,W − Di,W doesn’t depend onW forW ∈

[4]
k−1

andW intersecting both {1, 2} and {3, 4}.
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Fig. 5. Tree with 4 leaves and without bivalent vertices.
(b) If there exists a tree T without bivalent vertices, with [4] as set of leaves and {1, 2} and {3, 4} as cherries, then, by
calling the weights of the edges a1, . . . , a4, f as in Fig. 5, we have:
if i and j are in the same cherry, then ai − aj = Di,X (T )− Dj,X (T ) for any X ∈

[4]
k−1

;
if i and j are not in the same cherry, then:
ai − aj = Di,X (T )− Dj,X (T ) for any X ∈

[4]
k−1

with X intersecting both cherries,
ai + f − aj = Di,X (T )− Dj,X (T ) for any X ∈

[4]
k−1

with X contained in the same cherry as j.
Suppose that for the given family {DI}I∈ [4]k  we have that {1, 2} and {3, 4} are pseudocherries and (1) holds.
We will sometimes denote D1,...,1,2,...,2,3,...,3,4,...,4, with 1 repeated k1 times, 2 repeated k2 times, 3 repeated k3 times, 4
repeated k4 times, by D1k1 ,2k2 ,3k3 ,4k4 .
We define a tree T as in Fig. 5 with a1, a2, a3, a4, f defined in the following way.
• Let (a1, a2) be the solution of the following linear system for any k1, k2 with k1 + k2 = k and any X ∈

[4]
k−1

:
a1 − a2 = D1,X − D2,X
k1a1 + k2a2 = D1k1 ,2k2 ,30,40 .
Obviously it admits only one solution and it does not depend on X since ∗1,2 holds; besides it doesn’t depend on k1, k2:
in fact the system
a1 − a2 = D1,X − D2,X
k1a1 + k2a2 = D1k1 ,2k2 ,30,40
t1a1 + t2a2 = D1t1 ,2t2 ,30,40
is compatible for any t1, t2 with t1 + t2 = k by ∗1,2.•We define:
f = Di,Y − Dj,Y − Di,W + Dj,W
for any i, j with i ∈ {1, 2}, j ∈ {3, 4}, W ∈

[4]
k−1

with W intersecting both {1, 2} and {3, 4} and Y ∈

{3,4}
k−1

. One
can easily see that it is a good definition, that is it does not depend on i, j,W , Y (use ∗1,2, ∗3,4 and part a of the remark).
Equivalently (by (1)), we can define
f = −Di,Z + Dj,Z + Di,W − Dj,W
for any i, jwith i ∈ {1, 2}, j ∈ {3, 4},W ∈

[4]
k−1

withW intersecting both {1, 2} and {3, 4} and Z ∈

{1,2}
k−1

.
• For j ∈ {3, 4}we define
aj = a1 + (Dj,W − D1,W )
for anyW ∈

[4]
k−1

withW intersecting both {1, 2} and {3, 4}. It is a good definition, that is it doesn’t depend onW , by
part a of the remark.
Now we shall show that for such a tree T we have:
D1k1 ,2k2 ,3k3 ,4k4 (T ) = D1k1 ,2k2 ,3k3 ,4k4 .
– First let us suppose that k1 + k2 > 0. We argue by induction on k3 + k4.
If k3 + k4 = 0, the statement is obvious:
D1k1 ,2k2 ,30,40(T ) = k1a1 + k2a2 = D1k1 ,2k2 ,30,40
(the first equality holds by the definition of T and the second by the definition of a1 and a2). If k3 + k4 = 1, we can suppose
for instance that k3 = 1 and k4 = 0. We have:
D1k1 ,2k2 ,31,40(T ) = D1k1+1,2k2 ,30,40(T )+ f + a3 − a1
= D1k1+1,2k2 ,30,40 + D1k1 ,2k2 ,31,40 − D1k1+1,2k2 ,30,40 = D1k1 ,2k2 ,31,40 ,
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where the second equality holds because, by the induction hypothesis, D1k1+1,2k2 ,30,40(T ) = D1k1+1,2k2 ,30,40 and the second
definition of f applied with i = 1 and j = 3 and the definition of a3.
If k3 + k4 > 1, we can suppose for instance that k3 > 1 and we get
D1k1 ,2k2 ,3k3 ,4k4 (T ) = D1k1+1,2k2 ,3k3−1,4k4 (T )+ a3 − a1
= D1k1+1,2k2 ,3k3−1,4k4 + D1k1 ,2k2 ,3k3 ,4k4 − D1k1+1,2k2 ,3k3−1,4k4 = D1k1 ,2k2 ,3k3 ,4k4 ,
where the second equality holds by the induction hypothesis and the definition of a3.
– Suppose now that k1 + k2 = 0. We have:
D10,20,3k3 ,4k4 (T ) = D11,20,3k3−1,4k4 (T )− f − a1 + a3
= D11,20,3k3−1,4k4 + D10,20,3k3 ,4k4 − D11,20,3k3−1,4k4 = D10,20,3k3 ,4k4 ,
where the second equality holds by the previous case (i.e. the case k1 + k2 > 0), the first definition of f , and the definition
of a3. 
4. Characterization of the set of dissimilarity vectors
In this section our first aim is to characterize the families of real numbers indexed by subsets or submultisets of [n]
that come from a tree. We characterize also the families of real numbers indexed by the elements of

[n]
k

for k fixed.
Shortly speaking, in [14] we proved that for k = 2 such a family comes from a tree if and only if in [n] there are at least two
pseudocherries and if we substitute every pseudocherry with a point, the same condition holds for the new set and so on.
Obviously, for higher k, the situation is more complicated.
Theorem 9. Let n ∈ N with n ≥ 4. Let {DI}I∈ [n]≥2  be a family of real numbers. There exists a weighted tree T with leaves 1, . . . , n
such that DI(T ) = DI for any I ∈

[n]
≥2

if and only if there exist two disjoint complete pseudocherries α and β in [n] such that:
(1)
−Dαi,Z + Dβj,Z − Dαi,Y + Dβj,Y = 2(Dβj,W − Dαi,W )
for any αi ∈ α, βj ∈ β , Z ⊂ α, Y ⊂ β , W subset of [n] with W intersecting both α and β ,
(2) if, for anyαi ∈ α, we define aαi = 12 (Dαi,αj+Dαi,X−Dαj,X ) for any X ⊂ [n] andαj ∈ α−{αi}, then, for anyα1, . . . , αt ∈ α
and δ1, . . . , δs ∈ [n],
Dα1,...,αt ,δ1,...,δs = aα1 + · · · + aαt−1 + Dαt ,δ1,...,δs , (2)
(3) if we define M = [n] − α ∪ {α} (that is, we replace all the elements of the pseudocherry α with only one point α) and we
define
Dα,i1,...,ik = Dαi,i1,...,ik − aαi
(for any αi ∈ α), then the same conditions hold for M instead of [n].
(In order all the subscripts make sense, the cardinality of Z, Y ,W , X must be less or equal than n− 1, Z, Y ,W , ∌ αi, βj, and
X ∌ αi, αj).
Before proving the theorem, observe that (2) is equivalent to
2(Dα1,...,αt ,δ1,...,δs − Dαt ,δ1,...,δs) = Dα1,α2 + Dα2,α3 + · · · + Dαt−2,αt−1 + Dαt−1,α1 .
Proof of Theorem 9. ⇒ The proof of this implication is similar to the analogous one of Lemma 7.
⇐ First, observe that the definition of aαi is a good definition, that is, it depends neither on X nor on αj (because α is a
pseudocherry). Obviously it is equivalent to the formula
aαi − aαj = Dαi,X − Dαj,X
aαi + aαj = Dαi,αj .
Besides, also the definition of Dα,i1,...,ik doesn’t depend on αi ∈ α, because α is a pseudocherry.
We can prove the statement by induction on n. The case n = 4 follows from Lemma 7 (observe that conditions 1 and 2
of the theorem imply conditions A and B of the lemma).
Let us prove the induction step. By the induction hypothesis, there exists a tree R such that
DI(R) = DI
for all I ∈

M
≥2

. Let T be the tree obtained from R by attaching a cherry α with lengths of the twigs aαi to the point α. We
must show that Dα1,...,αt ,δ1,...,δs(T ) = Dα1,...,αt ,δ1,...,δs for any α1, . . . , αt ∈ α, δ1, . . . , δs ∈ [n] − α. We prove it by induction
on t .
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The case t = 0 is obvious.
Consider the case t = 1. We have:
Dαj,δ1,...,δs(T ) = aαj + Dα,δ1,...,δs(R) = aαj + Dα,δ1,...,δs
= aαj + Dαj,δ1,...,δs − aαj = Dαj,δ1,...,δs ,
where the first equality holds by the definition of T , the second by the induction hypothesis, the third by the definition of
Dα,δ1,...,δs .
Let us prove the inductive step:
Dα1,...,αt ,δ1,...,δs(T ) = aα1 + · · · + aαt + Dα,δ1,...,δs(R)
= aα1 + · · · + aαt + Dα,δ1,...,δs = aα1 + · · · + aαt + Dα1,δ1,...,δs − aα1
= aα2 + · · · + aαt + Dα1,δ1,...,δs = Dα1,...,αt ,δ1,...,δs ,
where the first equality holds by the definition of T , the second by the induction hypothesis, the third by the definition of
Dα,δ1,...,δs , and the last by 2. 
With a similar proof, we can prove a completely analogous statement for a set of real numbers indexed by submultisets
of [n]; the only thing to observe is that, in this case, the case n = 4 follows from Lemma 8 and that the definitions of ai and
f in the proof of the lemma don’t depend on k, so the tree we construct is the same for every k.
Finally, we consider the case of set of real numbers indexed by k-submultiset of [n] (k fixed).
Theorem 10. Let n, k ∈ Nwith n ≥ 4. Let {DI}I∈ [n]k  be a family of real numbers. It is the family of the k-weights of a weighted
tree T with leaves 1, . . . , n if and only if there exist α, β ⊂ [n] disjoint complete pseudocherries such that:
(1)
−Dαi,Z + Dβj,Z − Dαi,Y + Dβj,Y = 2(Dβj,W − Dαi,W )
for any αi ∈ α, βj ∈ β , Z submultiset of α, Y submultiset of β , W submultiset of [n] with W intersecting both α and β ,
(2) if, for any αi ∈ α, we define aαi = 1k (kjDαiki ,αjkj +Dαi,X−Dαj,X ) for any X ⊂ [n], αj ∈ α−{αi}, ki, kj ∈ Nwith ki+kj = k,
and analogously aβj , then
aαi − aβj = Dαi,A,D − Dβj,B,D − Dδ,A,D + Dδ,B,D
for any A submultiset of α, B submultiset of β , D submultiset of [n], and δ ∈ D,
(3) if we define M = [n] − α ∪ {α} and
Dα,i1,...,ik−1 = Dαi,i1,...,ik−1 − aαi
(for any αi ∈ α), then the same conditions hold for M.
(X, Y , Z,W , A, B,D of size such that the size of all the subscripts is k.)
The proof is similar to the one of Theorem 9, so we give only a sketch of it. We use induction on n. By the induction
hypothesis, there exists a tree R such thatDI(R) = DI for all I ∈

M
k

.We define the tree T by attaching to R a cherryαwith
lengths of the twigs aαi to the point α. We must show that Dα1,...,αt ,δ1,...,δk−t (T ) = Dα1,...,αt ,δ1,...,δk−t for any α1, . . . , αt ∈ α,
δ1, . . . , δk−t ∈ [n] − α. We can prove it by induction on t . It is useful to divide in two cases:
• k − t ≥ 1; in this case write Dα1,...,αt ,δ1,...,δk−t (T ) as Dα2,...,αt ,δ1,...,δk−t ,δk−t + aα1 − aβj + aβj − w(δk−t ,N(δk−t)) =
Dα2,...,αt ,δ1,...,δk−t ,δk−t + aα1 − aβj +Dβj,D,B(R)−Dδk−t ,D,B(R) for any B submultiset of β and D submultiset of [n]with δk−t ∈ D
and conclude by assumption 2.
• k− t = 0; in this case we have to prove that Dα1,...,αk(T ) = Dα1,...,αk and we can write this equation as Dαs11 ,...,αsrr (T ) =
D
α
s1
1 ,...,α
sr
r
with α1, . . . , αr distinct and s1 + · · · + sr = k and prove it by induction on s3 + · · · + sr .
Open problem. It is natural to ask if we can generalize the results of this paper to graphs or, at least, to some graph classes.
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